
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Love You To Pieces
-cut or tear the strips of paper into little pieces
-glue it to the large paper doily heart 
-glue it to the activity sheet that says “I love you to
pieces because...”
Supplies: Strips of paper, scissors, glue

 

-please cover your surface with a cloth before
starting this activity
-use the Q-tips and paints to decorate the
wooden heart
-add the string once dry and hang it on the kid’s
door knob or door handle
*Important: the paint is acrylic so it might not
wash off from clothes so please wear something
to protect clothing from getting stained 
Supplies: wooden heart & paint packet

-roll the dice and place the pompom on the
appropriate number 
Supplies; Die & pom poms

 
 
 

-cut out the numbers from our numbers activity sheets
-place the number in the box and have kids count out that
many buttons and add them to the large heart
-write the number in the little circles provided on the sheet
Supplies: Numbers, buttons, and a pencil

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

-put glue on the bottom side of the plate and spread it 
-glue on the different colored hearts in any pattern you
desire
-once it is dry, tape on the straw and basket to create a hot
air balloon
Supplies:  paper plate, two straws, hearts, gold basket, tape,
and glue

-decorate the small paper doily hearts with the
embellishments provided. You can also use your
own colors or markers
-color the craft roll or glue small pieces of the
colored paper provided 
-glue the eyes and draw a mouth
-add hearts to the tips of the antenna and tape
it to the craft roll
-tape the wings onto the back of the craft roll 
Supplies: craft roll, packet of embellishments, 
 strips of paper, paper heart, pipe cleaner,
hearts, tape, & glue

-place the number cut-outs from the activity
sheets together
-pick out 2 numbers at a time 
-have the kids add that many beads to each pipe
cleaner
Supplies: hearts with pipe cleaner, beads, and
number cards

Butterfly

Hot Air Balloon

Wooden HeartsNumber Mat

Candy Heart Dice Game

Counting Beads

Supplies & Visual Instructions ~ Love BoxSupplies & Visual Instructions ~ Love Box

Supplies needed from home:
glue, scissors, tape, pencils and markers

Extra Heart Sheet
Suggestion: Cut out the hearts, write a
positive affirmation and add it to the wall
or door for V-day!


